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Intro

In this quick talk:

I recent developments in the Rivet analysis framework;
I Professor and tuning methods;
I thoughts on tuning vs. perturbative/matching setup;
I some other MC tools.
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First. . . my face

︷︸︸︷
blame Movember
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http://uk.movember.com/team/1385181


Rivet
http://rivet.hepforge.org

I I think a good fraction of humanity is aware of
Rivet’s existence now! However. . .

I It’s a user-friendly analysis framework for MC
events, based on HepMC objects and
intentionally oblivious of / agnostic to
generator-specific structures

I ⇒ compute observables from as close to
final-state as possible/reasonable. Restricted
to status= {1, 2, 4}

I Tools provided for computing many
observables, based on an auto-caching
“projections” system

I Automatic synchronisation of MC histo
bookings with data histos, for convenience
and accuracy

I Analysis routines loaded at runtime from
plugin libraries. 250+ built-in so far!
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http://rivet.hepforge.org


Rivet 2.0 histogramming upgrade

I Recently, we finally released Rivet 2.0.0
I Major effort to move from 1.x to 2.x series:

involved replacing the entire histogram
system with a new interface: YODA

I YODA: http://yoda.hepforge.org
Completely new histogramming library.
Fast binning implementation, allowing gaps
and easy irregular binning.
Storage of all 2nd order weighted moments for
each bin: full run combination possible
Natural/default inclusion of overflows and
negative weights.
Lots more features! Pleasant to use, and more
data types being added.

I All 250+ analyses had to be migrated and
numerically validated against 1.x: huge job
with very little manpower. Fortunately
finished now!
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http://yoda.hepforge.org


More about Rivet histogramming

I YODA allows “simple” run merging automatically. Some autodetection
needed to distinguish homogeneous and heterogeneous run types being
merged.

I Not complete, though: merging (normalised) histograms and profiles is
one thing, but what about general objects, e.g. asymmetries?

I A future Rivet version will provide much more powerful data handling
through the same interface:

User-accessible histograms will only be temporary copies for the current
event group (to allow NLO counter-event handling, weight vectors, etc.)
Synchronised to a less transient copy every time the event number changes in
the event loop
Periodically, or on entering the finalize step, this second copy gets used to
make final histograms: normalised, scaled, added, etc.
Using hidden copies means that “final” histograms can be written and
updated through the run: finalize() runs many times
And runs can be re-loaded and combined using the pre-finalize copies,
meaning completely general run combination.

I Some details still to be worked out, but this will be very powerful
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Other Rivet developments

I Version 2.0.0 is intentionally a functional clone of 1.8.3 with
much-improved data handling

I Releases 1.8.4 and 2.0.1 coming asap to add an extra ∼ 10 LHC analyses
not yet in a public release

I Physics tool improvements largely waiting for version 2.1
A general system for logical combination of kinematic cuts: no more “which
double arg is the pT¿‘
FinalState(-2.5, 2.5, 0.5*GeV)

⇒FinalState(Range(eta, -2.5, 2.5) & (pT > 0.5*GeV)) or nicer
Improvement obvious when dealing with eta ranges with binning gaps, etc.
Extra photon clustering options in W/Z finding (see next slide)
Better jet algorithm and object support, with full FastJet compatibility
More powerful/flexible flavour tagging, including ghost association with HF
hadrons
. . .
Wishlist: better tools for decay chain analysis (see last slide), tau and top tools
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Rivet and truth definitions

I Rivet has become a useful context in which to discuss improvements to
truth definitions
⇒ what is found in the depths of event records is not necessarily the best
physics quantity!

I Classic examples: “Born” Z, top mass via PMAS(6,1), . . .
I Interesting discussions about leptonic W/Z defn as the simplest example:

no QCD connections between initial and final state: EW effects
negligible/important on an analysis-by-analysis basis?
how to cluster photons for lepton dressing (and can QED ISR/FSR be
“distinguished” based on final-state acceptance cuts?)
optional exclusion of photons from hadron decays is a good start, on the
borderline of physical acceptability: appearing in Rivet soon
how would/could/should a Born definition work for hadronic W/Z (and
Higgs)?

I Top is harder. . . but definitely a good idea to work on a good defn. (And
we need differential top event observables – starting to arrive now.)

I Evolution of generator standards: vertex status code scheme from
Les Houches 2013. Should not be set in stone.
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Professor and tuning

I Professor is an optimised implementation of an
old idea: general polynomial parameterisation of
MC behaviour, bin by bin, as a function of the
parameter vector

I Accounts for parameter correlations, and allows
computation of a fast generator model which can
be put into a χ2 metric and be numerically
optimised

I Many other developments for robustness
checking: sensitivity calculations, partitioning of
run combinations to assess tune error, eigentunes,
prof-I

I Still need approx param factorisation: manual ∼
2.5 dims, Prof = ∼ 10 dims, general MC setup =
30+ dims

I Like for Rivet, you’ve probably heard this many
times. Unlike Rivet there really hasn’t been any
development! It works. . . 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.30
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prof-I: interactive MC behaviour browser
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Eigentunes and other issues

I Eigentunes are equivalent to Hessian error
sets for PDFs: explorations of fixed ∆χ2 in
principle basis of covariance matrix

Trivial to create: just add --eigentunes!
Same numerical issue as PDFs, too: χ2

values typically O(Ndf) ⇒ arbitrariness!
Computability: variations on full event
detail, so cannot be reweighted to. . . ??? (cf.
difficulty of computing a partition function)
Need a way to include NP/shower
tune/model errors which is calculable. . .

I Correlations not yet fully included: some
work by Stefano C to incorporate. . . and
more?

I YODA compatibility needed (easy).
Crying out for a major code overhaul and
better use of multicore.
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Perspectives/opinions!

I Tuning of MPI was hugely important in the early days of LHC, mainly
because we had a factor of 2 uncertainty on UE and pile-up cross-sections!

I And also very important if you’re restricted to using a leading-order (not
multileg) generator for measured SM stuff. . . but we’re not!

I Last 5-10 years have been amazing in terms of the rise of showered NLO
calculations – and beyond, cf. MEPS@NLO, FxFx, MINLO, etc.

I In a lot of cases, tuning is just a detail on top of the thorny issue of
connecting NLO MEs to showers without artefacts

I It’s really an option of last resort: certainly necessary for NP physics,
mechanism can be applied to “optimising” LO scale choices.
But gain over reweighting is debateable depending on context (ND
reweighting is statistical death, 1D reweighting may be ok)

I [Pile-up tuning is a special case: models improving but still many
mysteries. Looking to remain relevant for some time, although data
overlay with mixed-in jet MC may win in the long run.]
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Perspectives/opinions (2)
I For much tuneable physics, we really hope for portability between

process types – or the modelling is wrong. Data seems to say so far that
some of the most simplistic pheno models are actually good enough!
cf. flavour composition of hadronisation from LEP-to-Tevatron-to-LHC?

I For showers, in the era of highly advanced SM matrix elements, tuning is
not so obvious: not a lot of room for the shower once real emission(s)
included. Of course this is CPU-hungry, and not an option for exotics etc.

I Substructure and jet calibration care about jet structure, though: shower
still important. Matching must be smooth otherwise EW-scale matching
discontinuities could e.g. calibrate a boosted “signal” resonance into jets.
Other details: definition of “pT”, scale choice in shower, αs values and running.
(main31 and other approaches: in Stefan P’s talk?)

I Pythia has separate αs params for: LO ME, space shower, time shower,
MPI, hadronisation, and the PDF (implicitly). The default values are
probably not well-suited to matching use: ISR=0.137, FSR=0.138⇒ high!
(LO compensation for missing ME emissions?) Not changed in most LHC
POWHEG running!

I Formally, this is mostly ok if all you care about is fixed order. . . but a bit
disturbing. Could tune, but IMO (and by loose agreement) better to just
fix to values used in the ME/PDF until proven otherwise: tests so far have
been generally positive.
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When we need to abuse perturbative uncertainties. . .

I Ok, so tune the hadronisation, MPI, perhaps FSR if needed.
I But fixed order scale uncertainties remain: substantial at LO (e.g. Alpgen,

MadGraph)
I If we really need MC as a direct proxy for data, then tuning the scale

choice is necessary
I Of course this isn’t generally portable between processes
I And success / better performance than reweighting aren’t guaranteed

(but getting closer to data means less reweighting stats haemhorraging)
I NLO multileg may solve that problem by shrinking scale uncertainty

bands. . . if we can handle the CPU requirements: HPC as silver bullet?

Holy Grail: use best MEs available, e.g. MEPS@NLO / FxFx / MINLO, and
restrict matching config to be smooth, try to find “global” tunes/setups
⇒ I actually don’t think this is completely mad. . .
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Some other tools and developments

LHAPDF6: ground-up rewrite in C++; solves huge-memory issue and allows
any number of concurrent PDFs/sets; single-flavour evolution⇒ big
speed-ups possible for reweighting and some generation; hyper-optimisation
and completion of data migration happening now for 6.1. New PDFs don’t
need a new library release now!

LHEF3: reweighting standard format and other “admin” details. I think there
is agreement now, so hopefully weight vectors can start becoming part of how
we do things in Run 2. Note that shower-sensitive obsvs shouldn’t use these as
syst variations

MCUtils: collection of “atomic” event record querying tools at
https://bitbucket.org/andybuckley/mcutils. Future integration with Rivet, for now
proving useful for building cleverer truth object definitions, cleaning up event
records, etc.

HepMC3?: project has stalled a bit, will hopefully start up again soon. Some
nice ideas about how it can be improved (incl. speed) for Run 2 and beyond
without breaking everyone’s code.
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A working example of truth filtering

Here’s an example of using MCUtils’ particle classifiers to reduce a truth
record:

// Identify what we don’t want
const std::vector<HepMC::GenParticle*> bad_particles =
MCUtils::particles_match(ge, [](const HepMC::GenParticle* p) {

return p->pdg_id() == 0 // "null" padding particles
|| (MCUtils::fromDecay(p) && !MCUtils::isTransportable(p))
|| !MCUtils::InEtaRange(-5.0, 5.0)(p)
; });

// Remove bad particles, collapsing the event consistently
MCUtils::reduce(ge, bad_particles);

This is just showing off. An “old style” named function could also be used, or a vector of
GenParticle*→ bool functions. . . although then you are restricted to homogeneous logic
operators.
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A working example of truth filtering

Well, it works. . . 17/15
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